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Abstract
The Human Proteome Project is focused on the inventory of all human proteins and the
revelation of interactions occurring between them. In its scale, this project is superior to the
Human Genome Project formally finished in 2001. The basic problems that HPP is facing are:
impossibility of detecting single molecules in biological material and a situational nature of a
proteome, i.e. the dependence of protein composition on the time and type of tissue and cells.
Due to the presence of single amino acid polymorphisms (SAP), alternative splicing (AS) and
post-translational modifications (PTM), as part of a whole proteome, one might assume the
availability of several million of various protein forms.
As of now, the road map of the project is prepared as the Russian national gene-centric
initiative. Within the pilot phase there will be revealed the transcripts of the 18th chromosome in
the liver cells and 286 proteins in the liver cells and blood plasma and, also, novel technologies
will be developed: as such, a technology on the basis of coupling AFM and MS, analytical
device with the usage of nanowire sensing element, cloud informational system with the personal
supercomputers.
The present stage of experimental realization of the project includes the identification of
220 transcripts encoding proteins of the 18th chromosome in HepG2, 90 proteins of the 18th
chromosome identified with 3D-LC-MS/MS Ion Trap method in HepG2 and, also, the revelation
of 36 proteins in blood plasma. Using bio-informational methods, the proteins of the 18th
chromosome are characterized, including the assessment of medical significance of proteins and
revelation of potential protein partners.
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1. Introduction
Akin the Human Genome Project for deciphering genes of the whole genome, the
ultimate goal of the Human Proteome Project (HPP) is to make an inventory of all proteins by
these genes. However, even the most convinced supporters of proteomics are in doubt that the
inventory of all proteins might be made/achieved in the near future. Firstly, the methods
available in proteomics do not allow the revelation of single copies of protein molecules in
biomaterial. For such cases in genomics, the amplification by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
is used [1]. Secondly, if genome is mostly the same in each cell of the body, the protein
composition changes essentially depending on biological fluid, type of the cells and tissues.
Thirdly, there is a vast number both of translational and post-translational modifications of
protein molecules, i.e. wide diversity of various protein forms are accounted for 1 gene.
Moreover, genome is a constant feature of an organism; it is generally invariable
regardless of physiological or pathological conditions and its sequence does not depend on time.
Proteome, on the contrary, depends on time, physiological stimulus and, thus, is situational [2].
The proteome composition is highly variable and, depending on time, the content of proteins and
their modified versions change widely. The question whether the aforementioned problems are
an impassable obstacle to start the work on the Human Proteome Project – is quite in order.
To answer this question it is worthwhile to draw an analogy with the Human Genome
Project, roughly completed in 2001 [3]. That was an averaged genome of 6 individuals where
few of expressed sites were revealed in its composition apart from regulatory elements [4].
However, big changes have taken place from then onward: a number of individual genomes are
readily available, and thousands of them are expected in near future [5]. The individual
peculiarities of genomes in diseased and healthy people have been analyzed to reveal splicevariants and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP). However, the work on genotyping is far
from consummation since complete decoding of a whole genome of an individual is not fully
applicable for wide-scale application. Still there exists a problem of proper genome assembling
from multitude of sequenced DNA fragments. The function is somehow understood for 3-5% of
genetic material available, essentially, by the expressed sites. The properties and assignment of
the rest 95% of genome remain unstudied.
Actually, the above intricate situation with “completely decoded” human genome [6]
makes it possible to answer the question whether the study of proteome should be started.
Obviously, the problem of complete human genome study being yet incomparably easier than
the proteome inventory, still remains undetermined in full. However, today one can speak about
its resolution thanks to the Human Genome Program that was begun about 20 years ago. Just
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because of the necessity to create a similar long-term project, the specialists call to start the work
on Human Proteome Project, despite clear comprehension that the task won’t be settled in the
near time.
Start of work on the Human Proteome Project will allow the participants to establish the
targets and to set more or less common approaches to meet these targets. Presently, there is no
common methodological approach to implement the complete proteome. The most
straightforward solution is the so called “gene-centric approach” [7]. Presently the identification
of proteins is carried out by matching the mass-spectra of biomaterial to the whole genome.
Gene-centric approach targets each participant towards a certain portion of the whole genome, a
chromosome, to perform the deep analysis of proteins, originated from this chromosome.

2. Gene Centric Approach
Actually, gene centric approach focused on investigation of proteins relatively to the
genes is already in common use. Classical proteomics is based on the genome knowledge, thus,
the transfer from the analysis of all genes to the analysis of a single chromosome is just the
narrowing of a task compared to genome-based paradigm predominant today. Narrowing of
research goal at expense of gene-centricity makes it more realistic by contrast with an alternative
approach of tissue-based proteomics [8] comprising the analysis of proteins of separate organs
and tissues based on the information on the whole genome. In comparison to gene centric
approach, the inventory of a whole proteome in various organs and tissues is more ambitious
challenge that seems unreal in the near future.
Application of gene centric approach will allow concentrating the efforts on solution of
important technological issues. Firstly, it is necessary to resolve the problem of concentration
sensitivity in analytical means of proteomics providing revelation of the low- and ultralowcopied1 proteins in biomaterial [9]. In the absence of an analog of PCR for proteins, the
concentration detection limit (DL) becomes a real challenge [10]. Just a small part of proteins
represented in high/medium-copied range is currently available for proteomic inventory (Fig. 1).
At the same time, it is reasonable to expect that early biomarkers of diseases will be present in
low- and ultralow-copied ranges.

1

Roadmap operates the ranges of protein concentration in biomaterial, which correspond to the detection limits of
currently used analytical methods [10]. These are: high-copied (> 10-6 М), medium-copied (10-7 -- 10-10 М), lowcopied (10-11 -- 10-14) and ultralow-copied (< 10-14 М). “Copied” is used instead of “abundance” to emphasize the
roadmap’s technological focus on detection of single molecules.
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Fig. 1. Just a small “tip” of the proteome “iceberg” is accessible for currently available analytical
methods of proteomics. The majority of proteins, including disease-specific biomarkers, are most
likely situated in the “bottom” part of ultralow concentrations.
This roadmap is based on the concept of utilizing the nanotechnology to achieve the ultrlow copied proteins, buried at the bottom of the proteome iceberg. Nanotechnologies actively
manifest themselves in genomics providing the possibility of working with single molecules of
nucleic acids [11]. If similar approach could be applicable for proteins then the problem of
concentration sensitivity in proteomics would be solved as well [10]. Maybe it would be possible
to settle, at once, the related problem coming from situational proteome variability. By the
opportunity to analyze the cells and bio-fluids with a several tens of protein copies being
detected, the proteome dynamics will be expressed as the dependency of copies against time,
and, most likely, it will also involve the emergence of new proteins and/or their modifications.
Gene centric approach enables to perform the systematic large-scale comparison between
the transcriptome and proteome. With regard to the diversity of SAP and AS, the analysis of
transcripts of just a single chromosome seems to be more realistic than investigation of
translation products on a wide genome scale. Gene centric correspondence of transcripts to
proteins will allow identifying the correlation between the level of expression at mRNA and
protein level.
Restricted by the products of a single chromosome, one may attack the problem of
defining the interactions and interrelations of proteins, i.e. to study an interactome. It means that
there would be made an analysis of the interactions of proteins of the chosen chromosome with
all the rest proteins coded by the human genome.
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Thus, the advantages of gene centric approach are obvious. Firstly, it makes possible the
usage of traditional proteomic methods based on the results of analysis of complete genome and,
secondly, it is the concentration of efforts of separate research groups on a clearly designated
task of studying gene products of a single chromosome.

3. Implementation Schedule
Roadmap envisages the implementation of the HPP will take 8-10 years for a single
chromosome. Implementation includes the pilot stage (3-4 years) and master stage (5-7 years).
During the pilot stage, at least, one protein for each gene of the target human chromosome would
be identified with rough estimate on the level of its expression and predominant modifications.
Pilot stage will deliver knowledge on the distribution of proteins across selected tissues at the
sensitivity level up to tens of molecules per cell [12]. The pilot stage of the proposed roadmap is
comprised of genomic and proteomics activities. The former include:
-

establishing the criteria for chromosome selection;

-

deep sequencing of the selected chromosome, refinement of ORFs;

-

data-mining for the determined transcripts for the genes of the chosen chromosome;

-

experimental design for identification of transcripts in hepatocytes and cell line HepG2.

Proteomic activities of the pilot stage cover the milestones listed below:
-

data-mining for proteins expressed by selected chromosome, justifying liver tissue and
blood plasma as a biomaterial of choice

-

standardization of transcriptomic and proteomic technologies, standardization of plasma
proteome variability by studying samples from healthy volunteers;

-

identification of high/medium-copied proteins by MS/MS, identification of low-copied
proteins using MRM technology, identification of peptidome;

-

proteotyping and proteogenomic profiling of proteins from the chosen chromosome in the
liver tissue, cell line HepG2 and in blood plasma;

-

definition of an interactome complement of the selected chromosome;

-

creation of gene centric knowledgebase on proteins of selected chromosome.

The master stage of roadmap implementation is aimed to essentially increase the sensitivity
of proteomic technologies and, through this, to increase the scope of information on the protein
molecules encoded by the selected chromosome. Two milestones are ahead of the master phase:
-

creation of hybrid technology based on coupling of atomic force microscopy and massspectrometry for identification of low- and ultralow-copied proteins;
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-

identification of proteins in concentration range from 10-13 to 10-18 M in blood plasma
and at a level ~ 10 copies per liver cell.

4. Chromosome Selection
Due to gene centric concept, chromosome selection becomes an important prerequisite of
the national HPP. From the general consideration, the following selection criteria were suggested
to rank the chromosomes:
-

number of protein-coding genes;

-

abundance of genes that, according to the available literary data, are relevant to the
diseases;

-

lack of immunoglobulin-coding genes.

According to the immunogenetics resource data (IMGT) [13], total of 430 immunoglobulincoding genes are scattered over the genome; about one-half of these genes are pseudogenes. The
genes of immunoglobulins are non-uniformly distributed over chromosomes. Most of them are
located at the chromosomes #2, #14 and #22. The chromosomes #3-7, 10-13, 17, 19-21 do not at
all contain immunoglobulins; about 1-2 genes are found in chromosomes ##1, 8, 9 and #18
where in the chromosomes ##1, 9 and 18 the immunoglobulins are presented as pseudogenes.
On the average there are 921±443 protein-coding genes per 1 chromosome in a human
genome. The chromosomes ##13, 18 and 21 containing by 353, 286 and 253 genes, respectively,
differ in considerably less quantity of genes against the average. These particular chromosomes
have become the top priority subjects of discussion on the HUPO HPP workshops. In particular,
chromosome #13 was selected by the Korean scientists and chromosome #21 was proposed by
the American and Canadian scientists (see Fig. 2). In view of preceding criterion, it should be
noted that the genes of immunoglobulins are not present in the chromosomes #13 and #21,
whereas in the chromosome #18 the only immunoglobulin IG-lambda is coded by pseudogene.
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Fig. 2. The chromosomes are human genome are depicted. The numbers of autosomes are given
in blue color beneath each chromosome, the number of protein-coding genes (in black) and the
number of disease-related genes (in red).
Considering the work scope, chromosome #21 containing only 253 genes seems the most
suitable target. However, this chromosome comes short of medical relevance that can be
assessed as a proportion of disease-associated genes in the total quantity of genes in a
chromosome. Association of genes and their respective products with the diseases was
determined based on GeneCards data [14]. Table 1 presents the ratio of disease-associated genes
in some chromosomes. In the average about 20% of protein-coding genes proved to be linked to
diseases in one way or another. Chromosome #18 has the lead in the rating list, whereas
chromosomes #13 and #21 are behind the 18th chromosome upon the present criterion about 2%
and 4%, respectively.

Table 1. Total quantity of protein-coding genes (PCG) and the percentage (%) of diseaseassociated genes is given. The data for 10 chromosomes with maximum percentage values are
shown. According to GeneCards data as at February 15, 2010.
Chr #
18
4
5
3
13
2
8
22
14
21
Number of PCG

286

777

894

1096 353

1340

732

504

639

253

%

24.8

23.4

23.4

23.1

22.7

21.7

21.4

20.8

20.6

22.9

In spite of considerable (more than fivefold, compare chromosome #2 and chromosome
#21 in the table) differences in the quantity of genes being contained in human chromosomes,
the percentage of disease-associated genes does not essentially differ (~3-4%). This observation
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is also true for other chromosomes not shown in the Table 1. A peer value of chromosomes
relatively to the purposes of gene centric HPP urged Russian Working Group towards 18-th
chromosome to manage the roadmap.

5. Chromosome 18
From a medical point of view, key feature of the 18th chromosome is high frequency of
trisomy described as Edwards syndrome [15]. Children with trisomy of the 18th chromosome are
born with a periodicity about once every 6000 and die predominantly aged up to 12 months
because of numerous developmental diseases [16]. It may be assumed that overexpression of 18chr-coded proteins lead to severe disturbances in the organism.
The genetic studies have indicated that the 18th chromosome is associated with a wide
range of diseases (Fig. 3). Thus, an important chromosome mutation is a translocation between
the 14th and 18th chromosomes leading to follicular lymphoma, with an overexpression of bc12
oncogene [17]. Relation to the oncological diseases is actually typical for the chosen
chromosome. What stand out in Fig. 3 are the diseases like retinoblastoma, colorectal cancer,
pancreatic cancer, synovial sarcoma, leukemia and squamous-cellular carcinoma. Another
socially important focus of the 18th chromosome appears in relation to the diseases of the central
neural system, including amyloid neuropathy, Parkinson disease and Schizophrenia.

Fig. 3. Diseases associated with the genetic aberrations in chromosome 18. Illustration is taken
from the web-site of the Human Genome Project [18].
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Chromosome 18 contains 76 million of base pairs [19]. In the average, for each gene of
this chromosome there are by 3.1 variants of alternative splicing. The total number of genes is
estimated at 480 (RefSeq, Feb 2010); however, as has already been stated, only 286 of them
(ProteinAtlas, Feb 2010) code the potentially expressed proteins whereas the rest are either
pseudogenes or code the RNA molecules. According to the UniProt [20], translation was
confirmed by presence of respective cDNAs for 89% of genes of chromosome 18. Out of 286
proteins of the 18th chromosome, 104 (proteins) were revealed with immunohistochemical
methods in tissue samples in the course of the ProteinAtlas project [21]. With proteomic methods
226 proteins of the chromosome under study were identified: mass spectra of these proteins are
available in PRIDE database [22]. Out of all proteins coded by the 18th chromosome, 90 proteins
are simultaneously revealed by immunohistochemical and mass-spectrometric methods, whereas
136 proteins are present exclusively in PRIDE, and 14 – exclusively in ProteinAtlas. The data on
identification for 46 proteins is currently lacking.

6. Biomaterial: Liver Tissue and Blood Plasma
Although gene centric approach is generally tissue-independent, the selection of
biomaterial is necessary to define the general guidelines for coordinated implementation of the
roadmap. Unlike genome, the human proteome is tissue-specific; therefore, from the very
beginning it is necessary to decide on the biomaterial.
Tissue/organ-based dimension of the roadmap provides the links between gene centric
HPP and pre-existing HUPO initiatives. Among HUPO initiatives liver proteome project (HLPP,
[23]) and plasma proteome project (HPPP, [24]) are most profoundly developed. The experience
of these initiatives if inherited by the gene centric HPP establishes a steady springboard for the
pilot phase. Other tissues should complement the master phase in case some chromosomespecific gene products still will be missing in plasma and liver even as the ultralow-copied
instances.
Because of difficult access to a biomaterial of the liver, the hepatocellular carcinoma–
derived cell lines are applied in proteomics. Some of them possess the features of hepatocytes, in
particular, HepG2 line is a nonaggressive cell line that does not cause a tumor in nude mice. This
line is used as a model of hepatocytes for investigation of their cytophysiological properties [25].
Proteomic analysis of HepG2 has revealed its substantial similarity with the primary culture of
the hepatocytes [26]. Therefore, HepG2 line may serve as a reference biomaterial for
investigation of the liver proteome.
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The works on identification of the liver proteome are extensively carried on in Russia for
the last 5 years. The technological approaches to identification of membrane proteins of
microsomal liver fraction are elaborated [27]. Microheterogeneity of the cytochromes P450 in
the liver tissue was thoroughly investigated using SDS-PAGE [28, 29]. Xenobiotic-induced
profiles of differentially expressed proteins were determined in a series of 2DE-based
experiments [30]. The sufficient level of activity in the area of proteome investigation indicates,
that there exists established collaboration between clinical and research centers, which has to be
an integral part of the roadmap.
Any tissue, including the liver tissue, is formed by the cells of several types. Proteome of
a tissue sample is a complex mixture of proteomes of cell types that complicates the
interpretation of the results of the proteins’ identification. The present-day trends in proteomics
of the human tissues call for the usage of the laser capture microdissection (LCM) for excision of
homogeneous cell population. Application of this method in proteomics is at the start point
because of the need for a large protein amounts for proteomic analysis as against the analysis of
nucleic acid. In recent years, the improvement of microdissection methods makes it possible to
pick up 2x10000 cells in a sample (1-4 mkg of protein) [31] that is compatible with requirements
for protein identification by LC-MS/MS method. LCM was used for the separation of
hepatocytes in proteomic investigations of the liver [32, 33], although the wide spread
application of LCM in this area is severely hampered by the laboriousness of preparative
protocol. Within the liver-oriented focus of the roadmap it is anticipated to enforce the LCM
approaches.
On a protein level, liver is closely linked to blood plasma. There is high correlation
between liver proteome and blood plasma proteome [34]. PRIDE reported that practically all
proteins of the 18th chromosome revealed in the liver were also indentified in blood plasma. Just
3 of 18-chr-coded proteins occur exclusively in the liver, being absent in blood plasma and other
organs. Vice versa, 216 proteins of 18-th chromosome were identified in blood plasma, of which
110 were also present in the liver tissue.
Blood is a kind of a collector containing all proteins of a human. Plasma proteome, in
fact, includes proteomes of other tissues as a subset. Blood plasma is a pioneer area of focus in
the human proteomics [35]. The main objective in plasma investigation was the application of
the results at medical diagnostics. Blood plasma to the utmost answers the purposes imposed
upon the target of clinical molecular research. It is the most accessible for minimally invasive
selection by the human tissue. Compared to more available biological fluids (saliva, urine),
plasma, as a part of blood, is homeostatic to a greater extent, i.e. it is characterized by the
generally invariable proportions of high-copied proteins.
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At a pilot stage of the Human Plasma Proteome Project (HPPP) initiative, standard
samples of the human blood plasma were analyzed with different proteomic methods in dozen
laboratories [36]. The main problem in the proteomic analysis of blood plasma is vast dynamic
range of protein concentration (~10 fold difference of concentrations). Most of the methods used
for the analysis of unfractioned plasma make possible the revelation of only few major proteins,
whereas no consideration has been given to the low-copied proteins significant for medical
diagnostics [37].
Fig. 4 demonstrates the diagram reflecting current visions on the structure of blood
plasma proteome. It is seen that nearly 60% of blood plasma-identified proteins are functioning
in cells, while “classical” plasma proteins come to only 13% and immunoglobulins account for
8%. Of cellular proteins, 53% are localized in cytoplasm, 9% - in the core nucleus and 19% - in
the membrane, whereas the secreted proteins’ fraction comprises less than 14%. These data show
that plasma proteome contains the proteins relevant to the molecular processes in cells and,
hence, these proteins can be selected as the candidate disease biomarkers.

Fig. 4. “No plasma – no money” - S.Hanash, HUPO HPP Meeting, 2009. Grouping of identified
blood plasma proteins according to [38], [39].
Despite technological complications, there is no doubt that blood plasma is a biomaterial
of choice for the gene centric HPP. One should not be puzzled by such transformation of gene
centric paradigm to the case of specific type of biomaterial. It should be emphasized that plasma
proteome might contain subproteomes of various organs and tissues which presently could not be
detected because of low sensitivity of the current proteomic technologies.
To establish the starting point for plasma proteome analysis we referred to the list of 3020
proteins, which came up as a result of a pilot phase of HPP [24] (1175 protein identifications
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from this list were independently confirmed by 4 analytical methods [40]). In HPPP, protein was
interpreted as a nonredundant product of one gene without regard to modifications and
processing.
Gene centric approach requires the distribution of the identified proteins in pursuant to a
chromosome they are encoded by. Plasma-identified proteins are uniformly distributed through
the chromosomes, i.e. the more genes present in a chromosome, the more proteins coded by
these genes has been detected in blood plasma (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. The relationship between the quantity of plasma-identified proteins and the total number
of protein-coding genes in a chromosome. The point corresponding to the 18th chromosome is
indicated as red diamond. Plasma proteins are taken from [41].
Fig. 5 presents the mapping on the human chromosomes the information on proteins
identified in blood plasma. High correlation (R2 ~0.9) between the number of protein-coding
genes in a chromosome and the number of plasma-identified proteins is observed demonstrating
that each chromosome is coding the blood plasma proteins proportionally to the number of its
genes. It means that plasma in reference to the chromosomes may also be characterized as
“collector”.
All the above considered, it must be speculated that plasma as a biomaterial could play
the same crucial part in HPP as the blood cells did in HGP. For this purpose, proteomics is in
need of new technologies for identification of low- and ultralow-copied proteins. As to high- and
medium-copied proteins, the issues of standardization of high-throughput experiment become
topical.
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7. Standardization and Proteotyping
The methods used in proteomics for identification of high/medium-copied proteins are
presently based on the liquid chromatography coupled with the tandem mass spectrometry (LCMS/MS). The question of inter-lab reproducibility of this method is still an open issue as the
results of identification are highly dependent on over 46 subtle technical parameters [42]. The
diversity of results observed in the analysis of similar samples made in different laboratories is
avoidable with the method of standardization. For this purpose, independent investigations were
carried out in different scientific centers: the same standard samples both of artificially obtained
mixtures of recombinant proteins [43] and the proteins' mixture of yeast lysate [44] were
characterized with LC-MS/MS method. The differences in a set of proteins of one test sample
identified by different researchers were based not only on the reasons involved with technical
procedure but, to a large extent, on the algorithms of mass-spectral data analysis [44]. The recent
publications related to the subject make clear that for the goals of HPP the state-of-the-art massspectrometric platforms should routinely undergo tests using the standard samples.
One of the suitable standards for multicentral studies is the complex proteomic standard
developed by Agilent Inc. (USA) in collaboration with the leading laboratories in the field of
proteomics. This set specially designed for testing LC-MS/MS systems contains the extract of
proteins of standard bacteria strain Pyrococcus furiosus (Pfu). The quantity of proteins contained
in this reagent exceeds 1500 that keeps in complexity with the samples coming from a human
organism. Moreover, the advantage of Pfu standard is a low similarity degree of protein
sequences between a microorganism and a human. Pfu reagent is proposed as a standard for
comparison and quality control of LC-MS/MS technology set up in the laboratories-participants
of the Russian HPP roadmap.
Standard peptides are used for the quantitative analysis of proteins with mass
spectrometry that is carried out through multiple reaction monitoring (MRM). The artificially
produced peptide standards are mixed with bio-sample or probed separately to adjust MS
regimens [45]. The usage of standards in analysis essentially reduces the variability of the
results. Thus, in multi-site research of the same samples a high degree of reliability of the results
of MRM-analysis was shown [46]. Therefore, for the usage of MRM-analysis within the project
one must adhere to standard protocols. In course of roadmap implementation the artificially
created standardized protein mixtures are proposed to perform cross-laboratory evaluation of
quantitative assignments.
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Characteristic property of biological studies, in particular, the analysis of proteome, is the
fact that a measurement error is due not only to the instrumentation and technological aspects but
also to the individual variability of an investigated object. Revelation of such variability is the
essence of proteotyping problem that is recently given increasingly much attention [47]. The
proposed national HPP roadmap contributes to the determination of individual variability of
proteomes of the blood plasma and liver.
Revelation of statistical variation range of the level of blood plasma proteins is an
essential provision for definition of the disease biomarker [48]. Determination of plasma
proteome variability will require the analysis of individual differences in healthy people. It
requires recruiting the volunteers whose health status corresponds to the existing standards that is
affirmed by the health authorities. Within the roadmap scope there will be made a statistical
analysis of concentration variability and the reference intervals for plasma proteins coded by the
18th chromosome will be estimated.
Determination the reference values of the protein expression levels in liver is also
worthwhile, however the peculiar format of respective experiments is assigned to the master
stage of the roadmap. Cholecystectomy and hemangioma resection are most frequent surgery
cases to obtain the conditionally normal liver samples.
Thus, standardization in the HPP should be aimed, on the one hand, at provision of
reference operational modes of high-throughput equipment and, on the other hand, at the
definition of permissible standards of inter-individual differences of a proteome.
Proteotyping as another issue related to the standardization of the proteome research. In
this case the standards has to be applied to the definition of protein structure, as a product of
single amino acid polymorphisms (SAPs, [49]), alternative splicing (AS, [50]) and posttranslational modifications. In response to the problem of protein structural microheterogeneity
two approaches are under consideration. The first “top-down” approach consists in precise
measurement of the mass of whole proteins [49],[51], herein the shift of measured mass against
the theoretical mass is related to the pattern of single-aminoacid polymorphisms and posttranslational modifications. High accuracy that is required for the registration of such indicative
shifts in mass spectra is provided by the up-to-date devices like OrbiTrap or FT-ICR. However,
on registration of the whole protein molecules with high molecular mass the sensitivity level is
not high: about 10-5 – 10-6 M [52]. Low sensitivity gives no way of applying the “top-down”
approach for pursuing the announced roadmap goals.
The sensitivity of proteotyping could be increased using the “bottom-up” approach using
conventional mass-spectrometric analysis of proteolytic peptides. Herewith, the sensitivity
increases by 4-5 orders and reaches the level 10-8 – 10-9 M or even 10-12 M in MRM mode.
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During the pilot phase of HPP roadmap it is planned to use an iterative algorithm of
identification of proteotyping peptides [53]. According to this algorithm, first the identification
of proteins versus complete genome database is made. Further, the variants of sequences
containing SAP, AS and putative PTMs for identified proteins are included into the database. On
the database extension the repeated identification is made, which yields information on the
presence of microheterogeneic variants of proteins in a sample. The identification of proteotypic
peptide containing SAPs, AS or PTMs is followed in MRM mode (see below).
Based on information available in current databases it is possible to evaluate roughly the
amount of microheterogeneic variants of the proteins relevant to the 18th chromosome. For the
genes of the 18th chromosome there are 650`220 variants of nucleotide polymorphims (according
to National Center for Biotechnology Information [54]) of which 2386 are nonsynonymic
(nsSNP) and can be potentially observed as SAPs.
For the proteins of the 18th chromosome UniProt database contains information on 796
single aminoacid polymorhisms. Overwhelmingly, they are putative SAPs the availability of
which one would expect based on the data on nsSNPs in relevant genes. On average, 4 SAPs
would be expected per protein. Among all protein-coding genes of the 18th chromosome the
greatest quantity – 168 SAPs fall on the gene from Niemann-Pick type C (NPC) family. There
are 168 sites of single aminoacid polymorphism which gives rise to 2168~3.74x1050 of
combinatorial variants of primary structure in population. The functions of NPC are linked to
intracellular cholesterol transport; the defects of this gene are associated with the development of
sphingomyelinosis (Niemann-Pick disease). It should be noted that in our experiments the NPC
gene had been identified through the analysis of proteome of a cell line HepG2.
The data on AS and PTMs have also been estimated using information available in
UniProt. It appeared that for 120 proteins of the 18th chromosome at least 1 splice isoform is
known. According to UniProt, alternative splicing of this chromosome delivers in the average
2.81 protein products per gene (that is not different from the average statistical data on the whole
genome) and the greatest variety of the isoforms is observed for NFATCI gene (9 isoforms).
Post-translational modifications were deposited in UniProt for approx. 60% of proteins coded by
the 18th chromosome. As usual the most frequently observable is phosphorylation (112 proteins),
glycosylation (53 proteins) and acetylation (36 proteins). UniProt database reports, on average, 4
modifications for a protein, herewith, among proteins with the known function the most
modifications (23, including 21 sites of phosphorylation of serine and threonine and 2 sites of
acetylation of lysine and methionine) is known for the regulatory protein with identifier Q9Y212
involved in meningioma pathogenesis.
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Of the above averages one might give minimal estimation of a quantity of protein
isoforms originating from the 18th chromosome. Assuming that for each of 286 protein-coding
genes there are, on average, 4 single aminoacid polymorphisms, 2.81 variants of alternative
splicing and by 4 post-translational modifications (ignoring combinatorial variants) we obtain
N=286x(4+2.81+4)~3046 of structurally different isoforms. That is, by the most conservative
estimate, the scope of work that should be done during implementation of the 18-th chromosome
roadmap.

8. Analysis of Transcripts and High/Medium-copied Proteins
To illustrate the possibilities and limitations of existing approaches readily available for
implementing HPP, we performed an analysis of asynchronous cell line of hepatocytes HepG2,
samples of the liver tissue of healthy donors and samples of blood plasma. The analysis of cells
and tissue was carried out at the transcriptome level with the application of full-genome arrays
from Agilent Inc. At proteome level the biomaterial was analyzed using multi-dimensional
chromatography coupled with MS/MS protein identification.
By means of whole genome transcriptional microarrays, the expression of 10`865 genes
was revealed in cell line (347 genes of this amount referred to the 18th chromosome). In Ensembl
database [55] only 179 proteins conformed to the identifiers of these genes, whereas the others
constitute the temporary experimental titles of fragments of unknown genes.
Inspecting GeneOntology revealed, that the 18-th chromosome assigned transcripts take
part in 30 various biochemical processed. Respective genes mostly contribute to the regulation of
transcription (24 proteins) and encode transport proteins (19 proteins). Localization of the
products of transcribed genes is considerably diverse: membrane proteins make up about 1/3 of
the expressed transcripts (53), the nuclear ones are presented by 43 genes and 37 proteins are
arranged within the cytoplasm. According to UniProt assignments, only 22 of the obtained
proteins relate to a progression of a disease. Part of these diseases is associated with nsSNPs
which are able to be translated as SAPs (see above).
A correlation between transcriptome of cell line and transcriptome of the liver tissue in
healthy people, obtained during cholecystectomy, revealed that more than 73% of active genes
agree. So, cell line is an adequate model representing basic physiological processes of the liver
tissue. If the transcripts of the 18th chromosome are considered exclusively, then the level of
concordance is slightly below – about 62%.
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Among the advantages of cell line are, certainly, simplicity in generation of a material in
sufficient quantities and high degree of experimental standardization. On the other hand, these
cells are cancerous with functional features being partially lost in cultivation process. An evident
disadvantage in the work with liver samples is a complexity in obtaining a reasonable quantity of
samples, a need for separation of homogenous population of a tissue cells, and an individual
distinctions between samples.
The complementary proteomics analysis of aforementioned biosamples was performed
using 3D separation method [27]. The proteins were separated on a reversed-phase column to 5
fractions, each of which then was hydrolysed and analyzed with MudPIT technology [56]. We
have identified over 4100 proteins of HepG2, 91 of which belong to the 18th chromosome.
Coupling these identifications to the “Natural Variants” section of respective UniProt records we
found, that 17 proteins carry disease-associated mutations, including cardiomyopathy, cataract,
cancer and previously mentioned Niemann-Pick disease.
Some of identified proteins were not revealed on a previous stage of a whole genome
transcripts investigation. Transcripts of 17 genes were not indicated above the microarray
intensity threshold, nevertheless, their corresponding protein products were identified in a
proteome with significant score. Such discordance between transcriptome and proteome data is
observed quite often [57].
To confirm this observation, we examined differences in protein abundance using labelfree spectrum counting approach [58] with tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). Figure 6 shows
protein-abundance vs corresponding mRNA-expression intensities. Protein-abundances (number
of peptides participated in protein identification) were not correlated with their mRNA absolute
fluorescent intensities (R2 = 0.02). This may indicate a low stability of mRNA compared to the
proteins' molecules as well as technical reasons should not be ruled out: dependence of the signal
level on the quantity and specificity of on-chip probes for a certain gene [59].
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Fig 6. Scatter plot of peptide counter versus corresponding mRNA expression level for the
transcripts/proteins of 18-th chromosome.
Using MudPIT platform, the analysis of protein composition of blood plasma was also
carried out. Among 2000 of identified protein products we revealed 66 proteins that are encoded
by genes of the 18th chromosome.
The analysis of the 18th chromosome's transcripts and proteins encoded by them had
shown that sufficient intersection between mRNA and protein data enables the realization of
gene centric approach. The discrepancies, which are observed in Fig. 6, might also root
themselves in the metrological incorrectness of comparing the microarray signal intensity with
the peptide abundance index. The roadmap has to solve such type of incorrectness by expressing
content as a number of copies of biomolecules. The rationale behind counting individual
molecules instead of measuring their concentrations rests upon the concept of reverse Avogadro
number [10]. Today we already witness this concept gaining strength in the technology of singlemolecular DNA sequencing [60]. Within the roadmap the reverse Avogadro number is utilized to
bridge the conventional proteomics to the nanoproteomics [9],[61].
Proteogenomic profiling. Correlation of transcriptome with proteome makes it possible
to perform the feed-back formatting of a genome. Reverse genomics (proteogenomic typing) is
the task of analyzing the splice variants at the protein level to decipher the true boundaries of
coding frames along the genome and to elucidate the unannotated genes [62]. For proteogenomic
typing important is the information on not only the whole proteins but also on their lowmolecular fragments – peptides.
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9. Peptidome-based Drug Design
The localization and identification of possible “peptide” gene products (proteins with a
mass less 10 kDa) and, also, the peptide families being the products of native and pathological
degradation of the proteins by proteolytic enzymes is, in practice, a “white spot” at the gene
annotation. A great many of the degradation products might possess physiological activity.
Of special interest is the identification of peptides being the products of protein
degradation and revelation of their specific biological and marker activity. The roadmap
envisages the peptidome as additional information that is assembled according to the gene
centric principle on a chromosome-based scaffold. The biological activity of the peptides is
considered as a proteomic-driven entry point for elaboration of the drug prototypes [63].
For systemic characterization of a peptidome it is necessary to elaborate the standard
methods of peptide extraction and desorption from the major tissue and plasma proteins. The
methods of extraction should provide the reproducibility of the results of structural-functional
analysis using the methods of high accuracy mass spectrometry. Although any peptides detected
in serum or blood plasma are of interest in such experiments, there is the possibility of their
selective identification and identification of pre-proteins encoded by the 18th chromosome. The
methods of selective mass-spectrometric identification allow the targeted searching of the given
peptide fragments at a low-abundance range of concentrations.

10. Detection of Low/Ultralow-copied Proteins
The roadmap was built upon the axiom, that the main problem in the analysis of biological
material is the poor sensitivity of the current proteomic technologies. Even most sophisticated
affinity-powered protein identification methods can hardly attain the level below 10-12 M.
Consequently most of the proteomic analyses of biological material allow detecting just a few
hundreds of high/medium abundance proteins while the low abundance proteins remain
inaccessible for the investigation (Fig. 1). The problem of identification of low abundance
proteins is, obviously, the basic technical challenge which should be overcome within the HPP.
Multiple reaction monitoring (MRM, [45]) is a mass-spectrometric method with the high
reliability of proteins and peptides detection. MRM provides high sensitivity and wide dynamic
range of protein concentrations not provided by other MS-based methods. According to the
published data, the sensitivity this method is in the range 10-12-10-14 M for yeast [12] (which
makes few hundred copies of the proteins per cell).
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To use the MRM method it is necessary to define a set of proteotypic peptides, which will
undergo monitoring. Physical and chemical properties of proteotypic peptide should enable
efficient ionization and show a characteristic mass-spectrum with well pronounced peaks. To
identify a certain protein it is necessary that proteotypic peptide would not only be well ionized,
but also it should be unique, i.e. not found in the proteins encoded by other genes.
One may expect that application of MRM in combination with the up-to-date methods of
protein fractionation will make it possible to reach the limit of detection of low-abundance
proteins, i.e. to reach the concentration level 10-15 M. Further increase of sensitivity may be
based on application of the method of irreversible protein fishing from biological material on the
surface of chemically activated biochip. Registration of proteins fished on the surface will be
carried out with the aid of molecular detector, for example, atomic force microscope and, at the
same time, mass-spectrometric identification of detected molecules will be performed [64].
Irreversible fishing enables the concentration of low/ultralow-copied proteins on a biochip
with chemically activated groups through which a covalent protein immobilization occurs.
Theoretical estimates show that the protein concentration on the surface of the chip using
irreversible fishing can increase to 8 orders [65]. This means that fished low-copied proteins will
be turned into the category of medium-copied and ultralow-copied proteins - to the category of
low-copied proteins.
The usage of atomic force microscope as a molecular detector allows counting the number of
protein molecules immobilized on the biochip after fishing [66],[67]. As the AFM sensitivity is
at the level of single molecules, the process of molecules’ registration is no longer a limiting step
in proteome analysis technology [65]. Combining AFM with mass-spectrometry will allow not
only the visualization and counting the protein molecules, but their identification as well.
Despite the fact that fishing in combination with molecular detection is a prospective line in
technological development of proteomics, there is a crucial limitation of atomic force
microscopy (AFM) - low speed of surface scanning. Most rapid commercial models operate at
the 1-10 Hz scan rate, which takes approx. 3 hours to visualize the small area of 400 um2. The
progress in this direction is connected to the increase of the scan rate. One of the achievements
indicates that the scan rate can be increased 1000 fold, up to 1 kHz [68]. That reduces the
scanning time of a typical area of 400 um2 down to 10 sec. In addition, the achieved scanning
rate enables to observe the motion of the molecules in real time. It means that in addition to the
size and shape, AFM will possess an option to identify the protein specifically by the dynamic
changes of its conformation. In future, the real-time AFM will be able to capture the situational
changes of the proteome by monitoring the formation and decay of functional complexes
addressing the intractome layer.
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11. Interactomics
Investigation of human interactome provides new level of understanding of molecular
mechanisms and machines in normal and pathological cases giving great impact for treatment of
diseases. Some vision of the chromosome-centered approach for untangling the interactome is
provided below.
On the pilot phase of roadmap implementation the database mining will be performed to
elucidate interactions of proteins from chromosome 18. The data on protein-protein interactions
will be fetched from APID2NET resource [69], which unites information from DIP, MINT,
BioGRID, IntAct, HRPD and BIND. The information on metabolic protein interactions will be
accessed through KEGG [70]. The protein networks will be ranked according to their relevance
to the disease focuses of the roadmap (see Section “Chromosome 18”). The selected batches of
interacting proteins will be examined through existing collections of mass-spectra to determine
the reliable identifications. From such inventory we would expect a list of proteotypic peptides
for the proteins residing aside chromosome 18, but interacting within the 18-chr-related
pathways and complexes. Such proteotypic peptides will be included to the MRM procedure.
Genes of chromosome 18th have variability of Interpro domains. Totally 231 proteins are
assigned to the Interpro domains, of which 33 Zinc-finger C2H2-type domains and 51 Cadherin
and Cadherin-like domains, 11 proteins having protease inhibitor, 14 serpin domains and 136
domain of other types. Such data gives evidence that many of chromosome 18 proteins have
similar domain architecture. This information could be used for filtering of known and predicted
interactions, for example, proteins with the same GO annotation or/and with the same domains,
expressed in the same tissues could share similar partners.
KEGG database contains 60 proteins of 18th chromosome associated with signaling and
metabolic pathways. It was observed, that not more than 3-4 proteins per pathway showing that
chromosome 18th proteins are randomly scattered over various cellular processes. Fig. 7 shows
an example for the fragment of TGF signaling pathway. There are four proteins coded by 18-th
chromosome genes involved to this pathway, namely Smad4, Smad2, Smad7 and ROCK. Smad7
inhibits Smad2 and Smad4 and Smad2 assemble the transcription complex, which activates
pathways of cell growth, migration, apoptosis pathways [71],[72]. In medical applications this
pathway is mainly considered in relation to the cancer of such origin as lung, breast and prostate
[73].
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According to PRIDE the protein identifications exists for 82 proteins of the depicted
pathway. These proteins were identified in 5-10 experiments with blood plasma, however, in
most of the experiments only a single proteotypic peptide is reported and no mass-spectra details
are available. In addition to the products of 18-chromosome the TGF pathway indicates the
partners from other chromosome, of which, for example, SMURF2 (Q9HAU4, chromosome#17)
and SMURF1 (Q9HCE7, chromosome #7) were also found in PRIDE. However, for some
proteins of TGF pathway (e.g. Q96S42 or Q6GTN3) there is no MS evidence, therefore such
proteins have to be identified in the course of interactomics-related roadmap activities.
The master stage of the roadmap comprises the experimental design to decipher the new
interactions involving the proteins translated form 18-th chromosome. First the in silico
elucidation of putative protein-protein interactions will be performed using data-mining and
predictive algorithms like sequence local similarity of known interacting partners [74] and
comparative genomics of protein phylogenetic profiles [75],[76].

Fig. 7. Fragment of TGF-beta signaling pathway involving proteins of chromosome 18 origin
(shown by red ovals).
Combination of in silico and experimental methods gives opportunity for validation
known interaction in different experimental conditions and for validation in silico predicted
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novel protein-protein interactions for building reliable protein-protein networks of 18th
chromosome proteins.
Plasmon resonance biosensor method in combination with mass-spectrometry
identification of proteins provides high quality measurements, the protocol is divided into three
main steps [77],[78]: (1) extraction of target protein in complex with protein partners on chip of
optical biosensor after injection of cell lysate (or its chromatography fraction) – molecular
fishing, (2) elution of extracted proteins from optical chip; (3) mass-spectrometry analysis and
identification of proteins. Assembly of experimental facts about protein interactions and
identifications, their relation to the different experimental conditions and pathological processes
will comprise the information to be shared through the knowledgebase interface.

12. Knowledgebase
Databases were used as a means of informational support of Human Genome Project
[79]. Great complexity of the proteome compared to genome surprises one to provide the
software not only for the data storage but for its analytical processing as well.
Within the roadmap it is offered to create the gene-centric knowledgebase on the proteins
of the 18th chromosome. In case the approach will be successful it could be applied to other
chromosomes as well.
As shown in Fig. 8 the knowledgebase functions as mediator between roadmap activities
and public repositories, necessary for implementing the molecular biology work. Users of the
knowledgebase interrogate public resources through the interface, which accumulates the socalled strategic knowledge [80]. Accumulated knowledge is spread over the HPP consortia to
foster the intelligent solutions within a changing environment [81].
At the top of generalization the knowledgebase computes the indices, which enable to
monitor the status of roadmap implementation. The first index estimates the medical relevance of
the implemented activities. Such index has been already discussed while selecting the
chromosome. Using the knowledgebase, the information extracted through data-/text-mining is
matched against the newly identified proteins and peptides. The index value also depends upon
the increase of sequence coverage of disease-associated proteins, upon the number of proteotypic
SAP-containing peptides with putative diagnostic utility, etc.
Second index indicates the overall progress roughly as a percentage of protein-coded
genes assigned to the appropriate MS data. It depends on the accuracy of collected mass-spectra
and also on the abundance of protein identifications across different independent experiments.
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Third block of the knowledgebase deals with the technology focus of the roadmap. The
relevant activities comprise the estimation of the proportion of the ultralow-copied proteins of
the targeted chromosome.
The implementation of knowledgebase will be performed on the basics of the text-mining
algorithms, many of which are actively utilized in biomedical research. Information management
technologies based on explicit analysis of MeSH terms [82],[83] and protein bibliography
mapping [84] are expected to comprise the core of the knowledgebase. With a goal to deliver the
individualized content knowledgebases would create demand for the personal supercomputing
[85], as previously Human Genome Project promoted the cluster computing.

Fig. 8. Knowledgebase concept for Human Proteome Project.

13. Short-term Deliverables (5-year view)
The pilot stage if roadmap implementation, focused upon the inventory of high/mediumcopied proteins and peptides of the 18th chromosome, will deliver in 3-years:
(i) at least one protein product for each gene of 18-th chromosome with at least 1 proteotypic
peptide;
(ii) list of frequently observed modifications, splice variants and single-aminoacid
polymorphisms;
(iii) ranking of proteins assigned to 18-th chromosome according to their medical relevance
(biomarkers and/or drug targets) and frequency of identification in plasma and liver cells
(HepG2 cells);
(iv) reference ranges of concentrations of high/medium abundant proteins in norm;
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(v) standardization protocols for proteomic procedures;
(vi) ranking of protein interactions according to their medical relevance and accessibility to
mass-spectrometry identifications;
(vii) experimental protocol for chromosome-centered interactomics.

14. Long-term Deliverables (15 year view)
Having resolved the problem of detection of low/ultralow-copied proteins there will be
created a fundamentally new method for registration of biomolecules with the usage of
nanotechnologies. Based on a hybrid technology, there will be produced industrial complexes
combining the capacities of mass spectrometry and atomic force microscopy. One may
objectively predict that the sensitivity will reach the level 10-18 M in blood plasma and 10-100
copies of protein molecule for 1 cell of the liver tissue. Application of hybrid complexes for the
scientific purposes will allow the revelation of the early biomarkers directly associated with the
development of pathological processes.
At the phase of practical application, there will emerge the prototypes of molecular
sensors based on the nanowires [86]. These devices will cause sharp cheapening and large scale
distribution of the multiparameteric medical tests. In their reliability level the devices will be
applicable for point-of-care diagnostics. Technological achievements of the master phase of the
roadmap will make it possible to proceed to monitoring diagnostics of the changes of molecular
systems of an organism which will provide the scientific basis for personalized medicine.
The schema in Fig. 9 provides the overview of major opportunities build into the
structure of the roadmap. A starting point is pointed by two already elaborated laboratory
prototypes: atomic-force microscope coupled with MS and nanowire sensor. The roadmap vector
evolves from the laboratory prototypes towards the clinical application through discovery of new
biomarkers. Further in this direction the point-of-care devices are foreseen, which creates the
technological environment for the personalized and decentralized medicine.
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Fig. 9. Long-term expectations from the gene centric Human Proteome Project.

15. Concluding Remarks
The scope of the HPP requires the distribution of work between participants. In the
same way that it has been done for the “Human genome” project, it is suggested to
distribute the work based on the gene centric approach [7], i.e. to identify protein
products of genes according to their distribution over chromosomes.
Gene centric approach, unlike the formerly used tissue/disease-based approaches,
enables the organization of proteome study as a roadmap. The distinction of the roadmap
from research plan is that according to the roadmap the scientific problems are resolved
taken in conjunction with the advances in analytical technologies that, in turn, create
basics for the development of translational medicine.
Roadmap, elaborated by the Russian scientists is focused on the assembling the
protein parts list coded by the genes of the 18th chromosome. This is comparatively tiny
chromosome, which approx. 80% of coded proteins already identified.
The present roadmap envisages the pilot and the master phases. During 3-year
pilot phase it is planned to identify the proteins of the 18th chromosome in three types of
biological material: blood plasma, cell culture HepG2 and liver tissue. The goal of pilot
phase is to identify, at least, one protein for each gene, to determine the level of its
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expression and predominant modifications. The results of implementation of the pilot
phase will be the data on individual variability of proteome of blood plasma and liver
tissue.
The master phase of roadmap will be realized in 5 years; it is involved with
experimental revelation of modifications for all proteins of the 18th chromosome.
Modifications include single aminoacid polymorphisms, the products of alternative
splicing and post-translational modifications.
The roadmap puts forth several tasks that span over both phases of roadmap
implementation:
-

genome/transcriptome analysis using single-molecular DNA/RNA readers [60] to
get more specific gene-coding sequence of the 18th chromosome and to elucidate
the alternatively spliced transcripts;

-

detection of medium- and low-copied proteins by utilizing multi-dimensional
separation with MRM technology; proteotyping and proteogenomic profiling;
deciphering the chromosome-centered portion of interactome;

-

advanced technology for detection of ultralow-copied proteins by integration of
molecular detectors with mass-spectrometry [64],[78].

The advance of analytical technologies is the basic element of the Russian Roadmap.
To our opinion, the top target in this direction is the usage of nanotechnological
approaches. As a deliverable of participating in HPP, Russia is planning to elaborate new
equipment for proteomic studies combining the opportunities of mass-spectrometry and
atomic-force microscopy. With such AFM-MS complexes one may expect to attain the
sensitivity at the level 10-18 M in blood plasma and 10-100 copies of protein molecules
for 1 cell of liver tissue.
Roadmap meets the translational medicine by incorporating the plan for construction
of molecular sensors based on nanoscale semiconductor elements. In foreseeable future
these devices will provide affordable means for complex, multiparametric molecular
analyses. Appropriate reliability of such devices opens up a way for the point-of-care and
even home environment diagnostics. Roadmap master phase establishes a benchmark for
the personalized medicine through creating prerequisite hardware for fostering individual
prophylaxis and treatment of socially significant diseases.
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